Flat Art: Fall/Winter 2006-07

Final Self Evaluation Working Outline
(This workshop was adapted by Lisa Sweet for use in Flat Art (2006-07) from the original developed by Bob Leverich for Sustainable Design, Fall 2006)

Program Overview from the Fall Syllabus:
“This two-quarter program is designed for students with existing proficiencies in any of the following: painting,
printmaking, drawing, collage – any 2-D art medium that is generated by hand. In the fall quarter, the focus of the program
will be color theory, oil painting, observational drawing (life drawing and technical skills) and color printmaking skills
(relief and intaglio), and an immersion in art history and aesthetics. In the fall quarter, students will be expected to respond
to a variety of assignments in painting, printmaking and drawing in addition to creating a modest body of thematic,
independent work in a single medium of the student’s choosing.
In the winter quarter, our focus will shift strongly to the development of independent, cohesive bodies of thematic work in a
single medium indicating a clear emphasis on content. Drawing will continue to be a primary skill-building focus as will
readings in aesthetics and modern and contemporary art issues. Artists learn by doing – therefore, expect to work about 50
hours per week on readings, assignments and independent thematic work. Students will gain the most from the program by
being enrolled in both quarters.”

Additional Background Documents
Get copies of the following:
•
•
•
•

The Fall and Winter syllabi and the Program Description (these are on the program website),
Works of art, drawings, journal entries, sketchbooks, texts used in the program
Anything else that records your thinking and working process
Your fall 2006 self evaluation draft

Working Outline
Work through the following outline for your preliminary self-evaluation. The strategy suggested here is to begin with an
introduction, then proceed by major component activities, assessing your learning over the course of the program in each
one. This is a starting exercise; you may well add and subtract things and modify your assessments before you write the
final at the end of the term.
Don’t bog down writing prose at this point; just make lists and observations in the spaces provided. Later in the process, you
can prioritize and organize those observations that seem most compelling for inclusion in your final self evaluation.

Material for your opening paragraph:


Summarize your hopes, skill and experience level, and learning goals when you started the program in September 2007.
How did your hopes and goals change over the course of the program? Have you developed any new ones?



Describe your performance in the program overall. (How was your attendance? Participation? Characterize your work.
Is it complete? Are there some holes? Your best work was…? Where could you improve? How did you improve?)

Material for your central paragraphs:
Here is a list of the major program activities. Try numbering them in the order of their significance to you, and then address
them in that order. Characterize your learning in each and what you feel were especially significant experiences and insights
for you. What do you think about now that you wouldn’t have before? What can you do now that you couldn’t do
before?


Creation of 2-D Independent Art Work (your work in your chosen medium/media from the fall quarter and from the
winter quarter. Consider your skill levels then and now, your concepts or images, your ability to maintain consistent
productivity, how your ideas, media and/or images changed)



Guest Speakers, Videos, Field Trip (Matt Hamon, Jean Mandeberge, Joe Feddersen, Erica Lord, Jennifer Dailey,
Cappy Thompson film, Tacoma Art Museum exhibits)



Workshops and demonstrations (Fall: color-theory, relief and reduction linoleum cut, etching, glaze painting,
perspective. Winter: gold leaf, painting stretcher building, monotype, engraving/multiple-plate etching, graphite
rendering, photographing art work. What new concepts or techniques did you learn? What existing techniques that
were enhanced or enriched? Did any of have a fundamental impact on your work? If so what/how?)



Drawing (How would you describe your skills when you began the program? How has your drawing advanced or
progressed? Materials, composition, siting skills, figurative proportion, dealing with abstraction? Life drawing from
fall and winter quarter, still life drawing from winter quarter)

Seminars and critiques (How’s your ability to explore ideas in dialogue? Anything to say? Learning to listen? What
insights have you attained from the readings -- The Element of Color by Johannes Itten, Art History: A Very Short
Introduction by Dana Arnold, The Invention of Art by Larry Shiner, Homemade Esthetics by Clement Greenberg, Inside
the White Cube by Brian O’Doherty, Seeing is Forgetting the Name of the Thing One Sees by Lawrence Weschler. What
insights have you gained from the process of critiquing artwork? From having your own work critiqued? )



Portfolio Documentation (What did you learn about putting together an artist’s packet? Slide production and
presentation, lecturing on your own work, writing an artist’s statement)



Critical Thinking and Assessment (did your critical thinking skill evolve? Advance? What insights did you gain into
your own and/or others’ work? How did your thinking about manifesting ideas or questions or inquiries in nonverbal,
visual forms change or evolve? What were your visual literacy skills like before this program? How would you
describe them now?)

Material for your final paragraph(s):


How would you characterize your grasp of the skills and ideas presented? Passing? Fair? Very Good? Excellent?
Detailed or general?



Assess your growth or awareness with respect to : your understanding and ideas about what it means to be an artist,
what artistic practice entails, how to find one’s voice visually or thematically, what strategies have you developed that
enhance your artistic production, your conceptual skills, your skills with critical visual analysis, your ability to assess
your own work and/or help others to provide you useful feedback?



What “light bulb” have you had? (Discoveries, realizations, revelations, ephiphanies, career ideas…)



What progress did you make toward the goals you listed above? What have you learned about yourself?



What will your next steps be? (Next term? Long term? New hopes? New goals?…}

Your Self Evaluation – Instructions:
1.

Write your first draft, using your reflections outlined above. The question to keep in mind is this: How would you
summarize your learning for someone unfamiliar with your efforts in the program? Using the observations from
the simple Introduction/Body/ Conclusion format suggested in the Working Outline, develop a more narrative, essaystyle draft of your self-evaluation. Edit this for grammatical errors, and check spelling. It is generally useful to get a
second opinion on your writing. Find a reader for you self evaluation or take it to the Writing Center for further
editorial support.
A note on style: Consider the voice you use. Does what you say about your work sound vague? Pompous? Selfserving? Chatty? Overwrought? Defensive? Obsequious? Apologetic? Strive to write clear, honest, and well-crafted
prose. You may wish to bring your draft to the Writing Center for further support. Note your accomplishments without
over-inflation. Tie generalities back to your own specific experience. Be objective.

Your final self evaluation is due in your portfolio no later than
Friday, March 16, 9:00 a.m.

